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1. Internet Concepts   

1.1 Understand the terms Internet, WWW, E-mail 
 

Internet:  

The Internet is the most significant communication network of computers and electronic devices in the 

world. The Internet has many applications, such as electronic mail (e-mail), transfer of files, chatting 

online, and the most used application of all the World Wide Web (www).  

WWW: 

The World Wide Web or "WWW" or the "The Web" as it is also called is the application of the Internet 

which contains websites and web pages which can be accessed by a URL typed on a web browser. 

E-mail: 

An email or electronic mail is the application of the Internet in which a user can send an electronic letter 

containing text and also attach to it other content such as images, sound clips and videos. Emails are 

ideal for international communication with no delay, no cost and to many recipients. 

1.2 Understand the common web browsers 
 

A web browser (sometimes simply referred to as a browser) is a software application used in order to 

access information on the World Wide Web. A URL which is the address of each web page, image, and 

video enables browsers to retrieve and display them on a computer screen, smartphone and tablet. 

 

1. Microsoft Edge  

 

 

2. Google Chrome  

 

3. Mozilla Firefox  

 

 

4. Apple Safari  
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1.3 Understand online activities such as information searching, 

shopping, learning, publishing, entertainment, communication 
 

There are a vast amount of activities associated with the Internet. Some of the most common are: 

1. Information Searching: By using online search engines users can find a variety of files like 

web pages, images, music, videos and more. 

2. Online Shopping: Purchasing items from online shops from around the world and having 

them delivered to your doorstep. 

3. Learning: the Internet has brought revolution in the field of education with E-Learning and 

long distance learning with more and more educational institutions offering online courses 

with interactive materials such as videos and graphics. Online encyclopedias also play an 

important role in online education. 

4. Publishing: The process of making available in public information like articles, music, videos 

and photos. Online publishing of content has grown popular in the last years with the 

introduction of social media.  

5. Banking: Activities like paying utility and other bills and transferring money to other bank 

accounts. Online banks are available 24 hours a day, and no waiting in line is needed. 

6. Government services: Applying online for various government services, paying taxes and 

government fees, online voting with no need to wait in lines. 

7. Entertainment: Activities like playing video games, listening to music, watching videos. 

8. Communication: Ability to have a text conversation, a telephone call and even a video call in 

real time with internet users all over the world. 

 

1.4 Understand the dangers of using unprotected networks 
 

In nowadays world wireless networks which give us the opportunity to connect online are becoming 

more and more available in common areas such as malls, cafes, universities and public spaces. Users 

should be careful when connecting to a network because there is always the chance to be connected to 

networks which can intercept and steal our personal information such as login passwords and bank 

details.  
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2. Web Browsing 

2.1 Understand how to open and close a web browser 
 

How to open a web browser: 

STEP 1: Locate the Web Browser (Google Chrome) icon on the desktop. 

 

Figure 1: Computer Desktop Screen 

 

STEP 2: Double click the icon to open the browser. The web browser window will then appear. 

 

Figure 2: The Web Browser home Screen 
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How to close a web browser: 

STEP 1: Click on the close button on the top right corner of the browser window. 

 

Figure 3: The Web Browser home Screen 
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2.2 Understand how to navigate and manipulate browser history, 

bookmarks 
 

How to navigate to a web page: 

In order to be able to navigate to a website you will need to know the “URL” - most commonly referred 

to as a web address. The “URL – web address” is like a house address. If you give someone a house 

address, they can navigate to find a house or business. 

STEP 1: Click on the Address bar. 

STEP 2: Type in the URL (web page address) and hit enter, the website will load. 

 

Figure 4: Typing in a URL in the Address bar 

In a webpage you can find text, images, graphics, videos and sound clips. You can also find 

hyperlinks which can be text or images and when you click on them they transfer you to 

other sections on the same Web page or on a different Web page. 

 

Figure 5: Text in blue is a hyperlink to another web page 

  

1 & 2 
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How to access the browser history: 

The browser history is the list of previously visited websites a user has visited—it includes information 

such as page title and time of visit — for a certain period of time. 

STEP 1: Click on the 3 dots Icon on the top right corner. A menu appears. 

STEP 2: Navigate to the “History” option. 

STEP 3: Select “History”. 

 

Figure 6: Accessing Browser History 

STEP 4: Click on the desired website from the History List. 

 

Figure 7: The Browser History Screen 
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How to create a bookmark: 

The Bookmarks, sometimes referred to as favourites enables you to store the URLs of Web 

pages that you frequently visit. It is a list of URLs of frequently visited Web pages. Through 

the bookmarks list you can return to a Web page without having to remember and retype its 

URL. Once you add a URL to the bookmark list, the item stays until you remove it or edit 

the list. 

STEP 1: Navigate to the website you wish to create a Bookmark for. 

STEP 2: Click on the 3 dots Icon on the top right corner. A menu appears. 

STEP 3: Navigate to the “Bookmarks” option. 

STEP 4: Click “Bookmark this page…”. 

 

Figure 8: Bookmarking a Web page 
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How to view a bookmark: 

First we need to enable the bookmarks bar. 

STEP 1: Click on the 3 dots Icon on the top right corner. A menu appears. 

STEP 2: Navigate to the “Bookmarks” option. 

STEP 3: Click “Show bookmarks bar”. 

 

Figure 9: Enabling the Bookmarks Bar 

STEP 4: Click at the desired web page from the Bookmarks bar. The page will load. 

 

Figure 10: Using the Bookmarks 
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How to delete a bookmark: 

STEP 1: Click on the 3 dots Icon on the top right corner. A menu appears. 

STEP 2: Navigate to the “Bookmarks” option. 

STEP 3: Click “Bookmark manager”. 

 

Figure 11: Navigating to the Bookmark manager 

STEP 4: Right Click on the Bookmark which is to be deleted. 

STEP 5: Click “Delete”. 

 

Figure 12: Deleting a Bookmark 
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2.3 Understand how to save/download content to a computer 
 

A file can be downloaded or opened immediately depending on the type of file. In Google Chrome, a 

user can define a folder where all the downloaded files are stored. 

Alternatively each time a file is to be downloaded the user can select a specific folder. 

By default in Google Chrome, all the downloaded files are kept in the Downloads folder. 

How to set the download folder: 

STEP 1: Click on the 3 dots Icon on the top right corner. A menu appears. 

STEP 2: Click “Settings”. 

 

Figure 13: Navigating to the Settings Page 
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STEP 3: Navigate to the bottom of the Settings page and click “Advanced”. 

 

Figure 14: The Advanced Option 

STEP 4: In the Downloads Section Click on “Change” and select a different folder.  

STEP 5: Alternatively to STEP 4, you can activate the “Ask where to save each file before downloading” 

option in order for the browser to always ask you where you want the file to be downloaded. 

 

Figure 15: Changing the Downloads Location 
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How to download a file: 

STEP 1: Locate the hyperlink of the file in the web page and click on it. 

STEP 2: A new window will appear asking you to choose the location for the file to be saved in. 

STEP 3 Click the “Save” button. 

 

Figure 16: Downloading a File 

How to download a picture: 

STEP 1: Right click on the picture. 

STEP 2: A menu will appear. Click on “Save image as…”. 

 

Figure 17: Downloading an image 
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STEP 3: A new window will appear asking you to choose the location for the image to be saved in. 

STEP 4 Click the “Save” button. 

 

Figure 18: Saving an image 
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2.4 Understand the dangers of downloading content from untrusted 

sources 
 

Internet users should be careful when downloading content from untrusted sources such as websites 

with illegal content; there is a high risk of downloading a virus or software which aims in harming our 

personal data and exposing personal information such as passwords and bank accounts. Only download 

from sites which you are sure about their authenticity. 

2.5 Understand how to search for online information 
 

How to navigate to an online search engine: 

STEP 1: Click on the Address bar Type in the URL www.google.com 

 (Note 1: There are many search engines available besides the one Google is offering. But it is commonly 

accepted that currently, it is the most powerful one among all the others) 

(Note 2: Google chrome provides a direct connection to the Google search engine, so there is no need to 

navigate to the Google Search engine site, you can just type in the keywords you are looking for in the 

Address bar) 

STEP 2: In the search box area type in the keywords for the information you wish to search 

 

Figure 19: Google Search 

Google search engine will recommend in most cases some similar keywords to help with your search 
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http://www.google.com/
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STEP 3: The results will appear, and you can scroll down to see the results the search engine has 

produced. You can click on one of the links in order to view the webpage. 

 

Figure 20: Results of the search 
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2.6 Understand the importance of critically evaluating/filtering online 

information 
 

Fake news websites which offer fake news which aim to mislead most do it for the clicks which they 

present advertisements on their page so they will earn money. Also, there are websites which are for 

entertainment and present fake stories for amusement purposes. 

2.7 Understanding and using various informative sites such as online 

newspapers, online libraries 
 

As of May 2018, the top five news related websites are: 

1. Yahoo News - http://news.yahoo.com/ 

2. Google News - http://news.google.com/ 

3. The Huffington Post - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ 

4. CNN - http://www.cnn.com/ 

5. The New York Times - http://www.nytimes.com/ 

And accord to Alexa.com which is an online portal for measuring website traffic the top five online 

libraries-encyclopedias are: 

1. Wikipedia – https://www.wikipedia.org 

2. How Stuff Works – https://www.howstuffworks.com 

3. Encyclopedia Britannica - https://www.britannica.com/ 

4. Wolfram Math World - http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ 

5. Encyclopedia.com - https://www.encyclopedia.com/ 
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2.8 Understanding the concept and dangers of online shopping 
 

Using the credit card online 

Online shopping presents an excellent opportunity for users to directly buy products from an online 

merchant. Consumers find a product of interest by visiting the website of the merchant directly or by 

searching among different sellers using a shopping search engine, which displays the same product's 

availability and pricing at different e-retailers. 

A user can purchase directly via a Web site by selecting the goods or services which they require by 

entering them in a virtual “shopping cart” and through the “virtual checkout” to enter their name and 

address and the credit card details in order to complete the payment. 

When you send your credit card details by clicking the “Pay” button these MUST be encrypted by the 

online shopping website so that no one can intercept your details. You can tell that a website offers 

encryption by looking at the URL of the site and noticing that it starts with https:// instead of http:// 

and also by a lock symbol next to the address bar. 

There is also the danger of buying something from a fake shop and find out later that this site no longer 

exists and no goods are sent to you! You should be sure that the online shop has a good reputation and 

is trustworthy in delivering what you have ordered. There are many websites from where you can make 

online purchases, a famous example being www.amazon.com and www.ebay.co.uk.  

Create and manage strong passwords 

Also when you are a returning customer in order for the online store to have your personal information 

ready so there will not be a need to re-enter name and address and credit card details an online 

registration is the most convenient way to go. In order to create an account usually, there is a need for a 

username and a password. In most cases, the username could be the user’s email address or a unique 

name the user decides. Also, there will be the need to provide a password in order to connect to your 

account. When choosing a password try to choose one which will be hard for someone else to discover. 

For example, do not use your date of birth or the name of your spouse or pet. Sufficient passwords 

should be at least 8 characters long and contain lowercase and uppercase letters, numbers and 

characters for example “di4aL_Prj29!” 

Advantages of e-commerce 

 There are many advantages in using e-commerce: 

 Services available 24/7 

 Large stock range 

 Detailed product information 

 Ability to compare prices 

 Right to return defective goods 
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2.9 Understanding and using multimedia and content websites such as 

YouTube 
 

Youtube.com is a place where users can: 

 Search for and watch videos 

 Create a personal YouTube channel 

 Upload videos to their channel 

 Like/Comment/share other YouTube videos 

 Subscribe and follow other YouTube channels and users 

 Create playlists to organize videos and group videos together 

How to search for a YouTube Video: 

STEP 1: Click on the Address bar Type in the URL https://www.YouTube.com 

 

Figure 21: The YouTube Home Page 
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https://www.youtube.com/
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STEP 2: Type in in the search area the keywords for the video you wish to view. 

 

Figure 22: Searching for a video in YouTube 

STEP 3: Click on a video to start viewing. 

 

Figure 23: Results of the Videos which contain the keywords 
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How to subscribe to a YouTube Channel: 

In order not to get lost in the plethora of YouTube channels available you can subscribe to a channel if 

you would like to see more content from that specific channel. Once you subscribe to a channel, any 

new videos it publishes will show up in your Subscriptions feed. 

STEP 1: When watching a video from a YouTube channel click on the Subscribe button under the video. 

 

Figure 24: Subscribing to a YouTube channel 

STEP 2: If you also want to get a notification (with email or on a smartphone) when a new video of a 

subscribed channel is uploaded you can also click on the “Notification Bell”. 

 

Figure 25: Activating the Notifications option in YouTube 
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2.10 Surfing the web in Private mode 
 

The Private mode or Incognito mode as it is called on the Chrome web browser, can help keep your 

browsing sessions private from other users using the same computer as you do, but it cannot keep your 

browsing activities private from your Internet Service Provider (ISP). 

The incognito mode works by erasing your browsing and search history while in private mode, as well as 

remove any tracking cookies your computer has received during your incognito session.  

How to enable incognito mode: 

STEP 1: Click on the 3 dots Icon on the top right corner. A menu appears. 

STEP 2: Click “New incognito window”. 

 

STEP 3: The incognito mode of the chrome browser appears 
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3. E-mail 

3.1 Understanding e-mail concepts 
 

An email is a method in which a person can send information from a computer to another, using the 

Internet. That information can vary between text, image, audio, and video. Emails are ideal for 

international communication with no delay, no cost and to many recipients.  

All Email addresses have a standard format made up of two parts separated by the @ symbol: 

1. The UserID or Username is a unique identification (there cannot be two accounts with the 
same username) of a person on a particular server. 
 

2. The Host name or Domain name is the location at which the mail is sent. This refers to the mail 
server which is the computer where the recipient has a mailbox (think about it like the Post 
Office where the letters and goods are sorted and kept prior to reaching their final 
destination). 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Understand how to create an email account 
 

There are two types of email accounts: Web-based and client-based.  

Client-based email is often used in a working environment and involves the email being downloaded 

from an email server to an application (such as Microsoft Outlook) on the user's computer. 

In Web-based email no email software is needed – a user can use a computer/tablet/smartphone with 

an Internet connection in order to view and send emails. Web-based email accounts are typically free. 

For the purpose of this course the most appropriate type of email account to be created would be a 

web-based email account with the most popular option of Gmail (An email option offered by Google 

free of charge). 

  

Username Domain name 

dialprojecteu@gmail.com 
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How to create an Email account: 

STEP 1: Navigate to https://www.gmail.com 

STEP 2: Click on the “CREATE AN ACCOUNT” button. 
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https://www.gmail.com/
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STEP 3: You will be taken to the “Create your Google Account” page. Where you will need to fill in the 

fields presented there.  

You are required to: 

a. Enter your Name and Surname. 

b. Enter a Username which will be unique in Gmail. Try to come up with something that others will 

be able to type in because it will be the first part of your email address. 

c. Enter a password. Take time in thinking of a password which will be difficult for someone to 

discover and also easy for you to remember. 

 

Figure 26: The Create your Google Account page 

STEP 4: Click on the “Next” button. 

 

Figure 27: Filling in the Account Information 
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STEP 5: You will be taken to the Personal Information page, where you will be required to enter some 

personal information. 

a. Your Mobile phone number. This is optional information but it will add an extra safety feature in 

case you get locked out from your account or have forgotten your password. 

b. An additional email address. This is also optional and will also add an extra safety net for your 

account. 

c. Your date of Birth. 

d. Your gender. 

STEP 6: Click on the “Next” button. 

 

Figure 28: Filling in the Personal Information 
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STEP 7: In order to be able to use the free services of Google you will need to accept the privacy terms 

and conditions by checking the two checkboxes. 

STEP 8: Click the “Create Account” button. 

 

Figure 29: Privacy and Terms Page 

STEP 9: The welcome Screen of Gmail appears. Click the “Next” button. 

 

Figure 30: The Welcome Screen of Gmail 
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STEP 10: There are three different View Styles currently available in Gmail. For the purposes of this 

course we will choose the Default View. Click the “OK” button. 

 

Figure 31: The “Choose View Style” Page 

STEP 11: You can now view your Gmail Account page 

 

Figure 32: The Interface of your Gmail account 
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3.3 Understand how to compose an e-mail 
 

How to compose an Email: 

STEP 1: Click on the “Compose” Button. 

STEP 2: Click on the full screen button in order to have a better and clearer view when composing an 

Email. 

 

Figure 33: Create a new email 

 

Figure 34: Maximized view of new email 
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STEP 3: There are certain fields which have to be filled in for the email to be properly sent. These are: 

a. To: The primary recipients of the email 

b. Cc: Short for Carbon Copy, this is for secondary recipients i.e. the persons whom you decide 

to keep them informed. 

c. Bcc: Short for Blind Carbon Copy, email addresses typed in this field are not visible to other 

recipients.  

d. Subject: The title of our email or a short meaningful description of the text in the email 

 

Figure 35: The email fields 
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3.4 Understand how to send an e-mail 
 

How to send an Email: 

STEP 1: After you have written your message click on the “Send” button in order to send your email. 

 

  

1 
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3.5 Understand how to reply/forward an e-mail 
 

How to reply to an email: 

STEP 1: Click on the new email received. 

 

Figure 36: Gmail Inbox 

STEP 2: Click on the “Reply” button. 

 

Figure 37: Replying to an email 
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STEP 3: Compose the reply text and click on “Send” button 

 

Figure 38: Sending a Reply email 
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How to forward an email: 

STEP 1: Click on a received email. 

 

Figure 39: Gmail Inbox 

STEP 2: Click on the Forward button 

 

Figure 40: Forwarding an email 
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STEP 3: Type in the email address where the email is to be forwarded to. 

STEP 4: Compose the text 

STEP 5: Click on “SEND” button. 

 

Figure 41: Sending a Forward email 
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3.6 Understand how to delete an e-mail 
 

How to delete an email: 

STEP 1: Locate the email which is to be deleted. Click the Bin Button and the email will be sent to the 

Recycle Bin. 

 

Figure 42: Deleting an email 

Note: This does not delete the email completely. 

STEP 2: In order to delete completely the email navigate to the Bin area by clicking on the “More” option 

and then click on “Bin”. 

STEP 3: Select the desired email to delete by clicking on the checkbox next to the email. 

STEP 4: Click the “Delete forever” option. 

 

Figure 43: Deleting completely an email from the Bin folder 
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3.7 Understand how to attach and download a file 
 

Apart from simple text messages email messages can contain image files, sound files, video clip files, 

compressed files etc. These files are known as attached files or simply as attachments. Attached files are 

files are sent together with e-mail messages. It is important to note that some email accounts do not 

allow attachments such as executable files (with the extension .exe) due to the high likelihood of them 

being malicious software (malware). 

Another issue to take under consideration is the file size of the attachments. Google limits the size to 25 
MB and outlook.com and Hotmail to just 10 MB. Large files can completely fill the recipient’s mailbox 
making it impossible for him/her to receive any more messages. Compression utility programs can be 
used to reduce the sizes of the attached files. 
 

How to send a file as an attachment in an email: 

STEP 1: Click on the “Compose” button to create a new email. 

STEP 2: Click on the Attachments icon. 

 

Figure 44: Attaching a file 
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STEP 3: Navigate to the folder with the file needed to be attached 

 

Figure 45: Locating the attachment 

STEP 4: Select the file you wish to attach. 

STEP 5: Click on the “Open” button. 

 

Figure 46: Inserting the attachment file into the email 
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STEP 6: The file will be seen as an attachment at the bottom part of the email. 

 

Figure 47: Email with attached file 

STEP 7: More than one file can be attached in the same email by repeating the same steps. 

 

Figure 48: Email with two attached files 
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How to remove an attachment: 

STEP 1: Click on the “X” icon next to the attached file in order to remove it from the attachments. 

 

Figure 49: Removing an attachment 
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How to download an attachment from an email: 

When downloading an attachment a user should be very careful. Emails coming from untrusted and 

unknown sources should not be opened as there is a high risk of them containing malicious software. 

Although a lot of effort is being made by the companies offering email services to find these emails and 

block them there is always the chance of them making their way to our inbox. If such an email is 

received the user should first perform an antivirus scan before opening it or if the user is sure that this is 

a malicious file to delete immediately the email with the attachment. 

 

STEP 1: Locate and open the email with an attachment in the inbox. 

 

Figure 50: Locating an email with an attached file 
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STEP 2: Locate the attachment at the bottom part of the email message. 

 

Figure 51: Locating the attached file 

STEP 3: Move the mouse cursor over the attachment. A down arrow (download) icon appears. Click on 

the download button in order to download the file. 

 

Figure 52: Downloading an attachment 
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STEP 4: A dialog box for saving the file in your computer will appear. Select where the file is to be 

downloaded and click “Save”. 

 

Figure 53: Saving an attachment in a specific folder 
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3.8 Understand how to create and use contacts 
 

Creating and using Contacts is an easy way of communicating with someone. Instead of remembering 

their email address a more convenient way would be to have a contact name which will be easier to 

remember. 

How to create an email contact: 

STEP 1: Move the mouse pointer on the username of the person who has sent you an email.  

 

Figure 54: Details of sender 

STEP 2: Click the “Add to Contacts” option. 

 

Figure 55: Adding a person to the Contacts list 
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STEP 3: You will see the following screen to insert contact’s details 

 

Figure 56: The Contact details screen 

STEP 4: Insert contact’s details and click Save. 

 

Figure 57: Editing the Contact’s details 
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Step 5: The Saved contact details will appear. 

 

Figure 58: The saved details of a contact 
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How to send an email to a contact from a contact list: 

STEP 1: Click on the “To” text in order to bring the Select Contacts window. 

 

Figure 59: Inserting a contact 

STEP 2: You can click on a specific contact or select more than one contact. 

STEP 3: Alternatively you can search for a contact. 

 

Figure 60: The Contacts list 
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STEP 4: Click on a contact to select it. 

 

Figure 61: Selecting a contact 

STEP 5: Click “INSERT” in order to insert the email address of the contact in your email. 

 

Figure 62: Inserting a contact 
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STEP 5: The contact should now appear in the “To:” field 

 

Figure 63: Email with contact 
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3.9 Understand how to search through your e-mails 
 

There will be cases where you will need to find important emails quickly. In time a lot of emails pile up 

and fill up our inbox. With the searching option you can easily find the email you are looking for. 

How to search through emails: 

STEP 1: Locate the Search mail field. 

 

Figure 64: The Search field 

STEP 2: Type in the keyword for the email which you are looking for and hit enter. This can be the email 

address, the Subject of the email, name of contact or just a word or phrase contained in the main body 

of the email. 

 

Figure 65: Searching for an email 
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STEP 3: Select the email you are looking for from the results shown. 

 

Figure 66: Results of the email search 
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How to do an advanced search: 

STEP 1: Click on the down arrow at the right part of the “Search mail” field 

 

Figure 67: The advanced search mail option 

STEP 2: Fill in one or more fields in order to do a more complex search  

 

Figure 68: Gmail Advanced search 
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3.10 Understand the possibility of receiving fraudulent (scam) and 

unsolicited (spam) e-mail. Be aware of the possibility of an e-mail virus 
 

Using the email is a handy tool in our everyday life. However, there might be a possibility of receiving 

scam emails, trying to steal your personal information. To be aware of these scam emails, you need to 

know how to recognise one.  

An email can be fraudulent if: 

 The recipient’s email is unknown to you. 

 Promises money for little or no effort. 

 Claiming you won the lottery or offering big discounts on products. 

 Claiming you won free services. 

 They have bad grammar or misspellings. 

Another fraudulent type of emails is the emails that harm your computer. Emails like that can hide 

inside them a virus. A virus can destroy specific files from your hard disc or resending the email to 

everyone in your contacts.  

In any case, you must not open either of these two types of email and should be deleted immediately. 
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